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I.O INTRODUCTIONI

It is one of the most improbable places that one could ever imagine for an
incorporated City. In a narrow valley in the- interior of British Columbia, surrounded by
some of the most spectacular mountain scenery in the province, lies Sandon. Nearly 100
years have passed since this silver-mining 'boom-city' reached the height of it,
development. Sandon was the heart of the 'Sihery Slocan.' Today its intrigue and history
create an all-pervasive force that still lingers along the valley uni th. hillsides. It's as if
Sandon's very soul has permeated the rocks oith" mountainsides and resides there,
refusing to accept the reality that the silver-rush is long over. Most who visit Sandon
come away with some sense of that presence: that it is a place with a remarkable past -- a
past very much still evident today. There were other mining towns, other boom-towns,
yet none cast the lingering spell of Sandon. Some have become modern communities with
only vestiges of their pasts scattered amongst their streets. others were so ephemeral in
nature that they have vanished without a trace. Sandon never became modern, yet it never
completely vanished' Even in the midst of the fading ruins and overgrown foundations,
thebuildings that do remain retain a dignity about them, as if they are-waiting forthe day
when Sandon comes alive again. This time, though, it won't be the miners but the tourists
and history lovers who will bring Sandon back tolife.
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A classic overview of Sandon, taken in its prime, 1g9g.
Courtesy Sqndon Histoncal Society
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Any great undertaking starts as a dream, a spark of an idea that begins with
someone daring to venture beyond the ordinary. That 'someone' must have the ability to

depart from convention when appropriate, be able to re-form and re-think traditional

methods, and possess the desire to rise above mediocrity. The end result in Sandon's case

is an exceptional and unique approach to heritage and historic restoration. This is a

significant part of the'Visioning' process presented below.

Sandon is no ordinary town; it wasn't in the past, nor will it be in the future. The

Vision for a restored and living Sandon is based on sound economics and practical reality.

The concepts put forward here are those that can provide the best return, the greatest

appeal, the highest degree of marketability and the greatest practical value while

maintaining the highest standards of historical authenticity.

Sandon's history is exceptional. Its future should be similar.

1.1 Background

The purpose of carrying out a 'Visioning' process was to consolidate ideas for
Sandon that would serve as a basis for all future planning and development. Additionally

it would serve to clarify the Sandon Historical Society's position with respect to Sandon's

potential Ofiicial Community Plan. Whilst the honing and fine-tuning of many concepts

was part of this process, the roots of the exercise lie in work that was begun many years

ago as ideas seeded in the minds of a few dedicated individuals. Their dream to re-create

one of Canada's most famous mining-boom-towns has matured into the realistic Vision
presented here. The plans and ideas put forward incorporate observations relating to

various heritage development models on other sites and input from many knowledgeable

people. Extensive discussion of the concepts has resulted in some bold and innovative

action by the Sandon Historical Society and individuals who know the site, its history,

limitations and -- certainly -- its potential. Much of the material contained in this Vision
reflects the unwavering dedication of the Sandon Historical Society. The work that has

been accomplished to date has been done with this Vision in mind, in the belief that

Sandon's best potential as a heritage site lies in such an approach to its development.

1.2 Consulting Process and Vision Development

During the early stages of developing an Official Community Plan for Sandon,

some confusion between government officials, consultants and the Sandon Historical

Society was experienced. Because of this, the formal process of developing a Vision was

begun in November, 1992. This involved a series of workshops with the Directors of the

Sandon Historical Society. It was a time of clarilying the objectives of the Society. Large

amounts of information were presented during these sessions, with discussion involving

the participation of all Directors. Ideas were also drawn from a variety of other sources,

such as the Heritage Development Plan produced by George Atamanenko, Society

members, government agencies, the public at large and prospective investors.

I
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In preparing the Vision, five main criteria were considered essential:

1. Visual authenticity will be mandatory for all restoration and reconstruction.

2. Reconstruction of historic structures will be allowed and encouraged in all
areas of Sandon.

3. Sandon will be encouraged to become a viable, living community within a

protected, heritage environment.

4. Development will not be allowed to extend beyond historic city boundaries or
exceed the peak historic density.

5. Private investment and private property ownership is vital and will be

encouraged and facilitated.

It was determined that the above guidelines strike the most realistic balance
between heritage preservation and the economic realities necessary to such a proposal,
whilst maintaining the unique character of Sandon. This Vision is intended to serve as a
model for future planning and marketing and to encourage the necessary partnerships to
form with the various government departments and other private and public partnerships.
Producing strong heritage leadership is a fundamental part of this process.

2.0 SANDON'S UNIQUE PAST

Sandon was unique among western-Canadian mining towns. Along with Rossland
and Dawson City, Sandon was one of only three mining-boom-towns in western Canada
that achieved the fabled prominence of the much-renowned boom-towns in the United
States. Sandon shares a legendary past that rivals Virginia City (Nevada), Tombstone
(Arizona) and Cripple Creek (Colorado). Sandon, in many aspects, was'American' and its
role in Canadian history was extraordinary. The effect Sandon had on the development of
British Columbia, and to a great extent western Canada, was quite dramatic.

Rossland, with its illustrious history as a gold-mining city, has become a suburb
community of Trail. Whilst there are many well-preserved structures from the boom
years, its character is modern. By comparison, Sandon, once the silver-mining capital of
B.C., has become one of the province's most famous ghost towns. Its remains only hint at
the scale of development that once existed. Sandon presents an extraordinary opportunity
for authentic historic restoration. There are no modern developments or intrusions within
its boundaries. Everything existing in Sandon is historically authentic. The potential to
develop a world-class historic site cannot be overstated. Both visitors and prospective
investors have made it abundantly clear that the attraction of Sandon is its historical
authenticity and the total absence of modern, inappropriate development. This
authenticity must be maintained and enhanced if Sandon's past is to be presented and
marketed in a successful fashion.
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remarkable for having the Main Street built on top of a wooden flume containing
Carpenter Creek. Throughout its life, Sandon has succeeded in conducting its affairs and
history with a degree of aplomb that was the making of many legends.

The discovery of the Payne mine in 1891 touched off a frenzied rush into the
Slocan region- By the following year a building boom was in progress. By 1g95, both the
Canadian Pacific Railway and the Kaslo und Slorun (narrow gauge) Railway were
completed into Sandon, vying for the transportation of the rich o.", und concentrates to
the distant smelters- The momentum continued at an even greater pace and by ig97
Sandon was the largest of all the Slocan communitie, und the fiist fully-electrified
community in B.C.

3 TXRS'IIN:\ -:.<-',: ::iF-lirbffi*,*5';t-;:-{}*t-f".r*!".} r' tt ;i i
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)unuon tn aDout.June 189/ . the Public School is the small building (with a platform on its left) located high rtp onsunnyside directly above the K€tS railvtay carriage. Tl're centre olthe photigtoph rlroru, thai Caryenter Creek tyas inthe process of being chumelled. Blach's Hotel is tie unp.ainted f oir:tirey aiilii,rg ,ent* foregloimd. A bnclge gives adirectlinhbctween thehtttel ancl the CPRstation.Tl'rehocl:cy rinhis tttilargeJlit-roofeirt,nTcnrre to tyc rightctf iltt:biglivery stable uncler constntctton (centreleJt). Note also ttte CpR turntabti' (ieJt). Gl"enboyv Archives NA-2937-5
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Sandon in aboutJune 1897. The public School

Incorporated as a city in 1898, Sandon had become B.c.'s leading mining
cornmunity, reaching the zenith of its development in 1899. However, unstalle metal
prices, strikes, lock-outs and the Klondike gold-rush were harbingers of Sandon,s decline
and its population began to dwindle. A fire in 1900 devastated downtown Sandon and
although rebuilding began immediately, it was on a much smaller scale. By this time
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Sandon's halcyon days were over. Even though there was an increase in metal prices
during the First World War, the time of renewed prosperity was relatively short-lived.
Unable to recover from the lean years before World War I, the city became insolvent and
finally was disincorporated in 1920. The depression years killed the silver-mining industry
and Sandon was virtually abandoned. There was another brief reprieve during World War
II, when Sandon became a Japanese-Canadian relocation centre. Improved metal prices
then brought a flurry of mining activity that peaked in 1952 when Sandon's population
came close to the 1000 mark for the last time.

In 1955 the aging Main Street flume plugged, causing Carpenter Creek to
overflow, wash out Sandon's streets and seriously damage many buildings. Soon after, the
salvagers and souvenir-hunters descended and began systematically dismantling the

-&
v

Remnants of Main Stteet Jlume nol high and dty . 1957 . Severq.l brildings have alreacly baen clemolisfie d by salv age t s
followingtha 1955 rvcshotrt. The ttlclRcco Hotel (unhc) is in thc pr,r,,.r, ojbtinu dcniolishccl.
Glenbow Archivcs N{-lql- j
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townsite. It was not until 1972 that a museum was opened and a concerted effort was
made to halt the destruction. The Sandon Historical Society was formed in l97g and is
presently the organization directing the restcration of Sandon.

During the summer months Sandon's streets are again alive with people, though
this time it is not miners! Over 40,000 visitors a year make Sandon the most-visited
heritage site in the West Kootenays. They come to gain a sense of history and to
experience a part of the mystique associated with Sandon.

$t
1

,

-Sanclon Mrrscrrni. Buill ttt
house 5 undorf s polic tnttut
irt 1925 andlatcr honrc oJ

Llrc McLande rs Jantily Jor
ntotty vL'ars, this l.;iril,iiirg
has served as Lhe Sandctn

&lirscrrni sint e I 97 3. IL hus
bccomc the ntost visiLctl
nutseunl in t/ic entire \l/csl
KooLenay regiort.

2.2 Site Description

Despite the ravages of time, weather and the salvagers, much remains on the site.
There are approximately fifty structures standing within the original city limits. These
range from small homes to large structures such as the three-storey City Hall.

Sandon's 'ghost city' status allowed the basic layout of the town and streets to
survive relatively untouched over the years. Evidence of the original streets and railway
grades can be seen throughout the site. Reco Street, Nfain Street, Railway Street, ThL
Upper Gulch, Sunnyside, Huckleberry lane, Capitol Hill, Star Gulch, the Lower End (the
red-light district) and Slocan Star Street were distinct areas. The map on the following
page shows the layout of the townsite.

Of particular significance is the Silversmith Powerhouse in the 'Capitol Hill' area,
containing western Canada's oldest continuously-operating hydroelectric plant. Almost
completely unaltered from its original installation, this facility is a heritage monument of
national significance.

I
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SANDON TOWNSITE & MAIN FEATURES
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Standing on Main Street, the Slocan Mercantile Building is a brick structure dating
from 1900. It is presently being restored to serve as the new Visitor Centre and Museum.
Further down the street is the City Hall, an imposing three-storey structure that is being
privately restored. Private homes and cabins are scattered throughout the site, as are a
number of other commercial buildings. Interspersed among these are the fast-fading ruins
and evidence of dozens of other structures.

City Hall, 1900. Sandon's
m ain mwli ci p al bu iI tl i n g

from 1900 to 1920. Vacant
1920-1925 and Lhen se n,ed
as a schoolhouse

1925-195+. It was graclu-
ally disntantltdJront
195+-1988. It was on tht
vergc oJ collupse n,hor ci

p riv ate r c sto r ati ort p r o gr an1

wasbegun in 1989. The
Prospector's Pich, tt spccial-
ty store, now occupics Lhc

lowerfloor oJ thc Ciq, Hall.I

Carpenter Creek now runs in a safely dredged channel through the townsite. The
remains of the flume that once contained the creek are still clearly visible on the south
bank. In order to make the area to the north of Main Street usablg once again, the creek
needs to be re-routed back into a properly-engineered control-structure that serves the
same purpose as its predecessor.

The Treminco Resources Ltd. mill (built by Carnegie Mines), the last operating
concentrator in the region, sits on the outskirts of Sandon, serving a mining property that
has produced for over 100 years. This facility has great potential foi ie.itage and
interpretive programs.

Projects that will begin in 1993 are the reconstruction of the Canadian pacific
Railway yards and the initial work that will eventually see the reconstruction of Sandon's
famous flume.

The Sandon Historical Society acts as custodian of the site, keeping roofs clear of
heavy snows in the winter, repairing buildings and performing g"nrrui siie maintenance.
The days of random salvaging and of structures being allowed to deteriorate are no more.
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As mentioned previously, the lack of modern intrusion and the fact that all

buildings and infrastructure are original are Sandon's greatest assets. The site in its
unimpaired condition allows for an uncomplicated redevelopment of Sandon and creates

the potential for an unequalled opportunity in authentic heritage development. The

concept of visual authenticity does not involve having to undo or mask recent

development in Sandon. All prerequisites for the authenticity concept are presently in

place.

1958. This nrill is -still operdLingbut tlrc railtvay

trachs are gone. VPL 33916

2.3 The Basis of the ConcePt

Sandon's potential lies in its ability to present a heritage theme that faithfully

re-creates its past and is not some approximation or dilution of what it may have been like.

Should anything less than visual authenticity be allowed, Sandon would quickly become

just another place with nothing to separate it from dozens of other communities that

contain heritage structures.

The people involved in the planning and the decision-making process must clearly

understand the importance of this approach to heritage development in Sandon. The

# Lt
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Vision and all its supporting and attendant concepts begin with this premise: Sandon is an
unimpaired heritage resource and all future development must be visually authentic --
without exception.

3.0 THE AUTHENTICITY ISSUB, THE ESSENTIAL INIGREDIENT

3.1 The Rationale

The need for visual authenticity extends far beyond just the preservation of
Sandon's history. It is the single-most-significant element in attracting the necessary
capital to restore the site. Initially it may appear as if the issues of authenticity and
restoration are unrelated but in this instance one is contingent upon the other.

In the past, the bulk of historic preservation in British Columbia has been
accomplished with the assistance of public money through various government agencies
and grant programs. With taxpayers demanding change, and governments at all levels
attempting fiscal restraint and balanced budgets, the days of the public coffers funding
large-scale heritage projects are at an end. To prepare a plan for Sandon relying on
government funding would be foolishly short-sighted and doomed to almost immediate
failure.

So, what does historical authenticity have to do with raising capital? The answer
is "Almost everything." The only practical method of raising the funds necessary for
Sandon's heritage development is through the private sector. The concept has generated a
high level of interest from prospective investors. The appeal and opportunity to own
property in a protected heritage environment is the attraction and the principal
selling-feature of the private-investment concept. Individuals currently owning property in
Sandon, prospective investors and other interested parties have stated that their
commitment and willingness to invest depends on the maintenance of historical
authenticity.

Inadequate mechanisms controlling the type of development in Sandon will deter
serious investors. Someone investing $50,000 or $500,000 in restoring or replacing a
structure requires the assurance that his next-door-neighbour is not going to construct an
'A'-frame cottage or haul in a modern house trailer. The appeal lies in the accurate
reconstruction of Sandon. This would be accomplished by registering protective
covenants requiring visual authenticity against property titles before selling property to
dedicated individuals for development. The covenants will ensure that all development
will conform to the overall plan.

Approaching the development by requiring visual authenticity opens the door to a
vast source of capital that would be unavailable to a publicly-funded site. The
historical-accuracy criterion is thus a necessity if Sandon is to be successfully
reconstructed. Reconstruction is Sandon's only future. Left as a ruin, it will quickly fade
into oblivion and so will the remarkable opportunities.
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Restoration and Replication

Maintaining visual authenticity is crucial for appropriate development. The needto control and enforce the relevant parameterc b"com"s paramount. Initially this mandatesthat development in and around sandon fe subject to th; fotowing conditions.
l ' Reconstruction needs to occur in a, areas of sandon. (This w'r ensurecomplete historicar accuracy and provide investors ,"iit tt. rargest range ofchoices and opportunities in selecting a project.)
2. Development should not

boundaries.
be allowed to extend beyond the historic city

3. A buffer zone should be established around
heritage sites and Sandon itself from being
development.

Sandon to protect the adjacent
marred by modern buildings or

A number of the buildings on the. site are presently undergoing some form ofstabilization or restoration. The iast majority of futu;e;;velopment will be replication ofstructures that are no longer in existenc:. whilst not 
.considered heritage buildings,replicated structures are necessary to re-create the originar appearance of Sandon and tomaintain the authentic heritage theme Replicas Jro ,"*. to enhance the visualenvironment of the genuine original buildings uno uaa to ttr.i. interpretation potential.

only replicas of structures that once stood in Sandon will be permitted. It is herethat the standards set out in the vision n"ed to u" 
"t"a.ty "irror."a. 

- 
Buildingsrepresentative of the period or of compatible architectuJ styles are not part of the plan.In some cases there may not be sufficient information available from historic photographsto produce an exact replica' In these cases the closest porriut" approximation will serve asan acceptable substitute.

structures will be built to meet modern building codes and standards.Snowloading, fireproofing, insulation and modern -"ctra*cal systems are some of theareas that will be addressed before any construction begins. Exteriors will need to beentirely authentic' vinyl siding and modern upp.o"i*u1ion, or victorian architecturaldetailing will not be allowed in-any form. rhe use of real wooden drop-siding, woodenshingles' double-hung windows ani wood-panelled doors will all be 
" 

;..;;;;ry part ofthe replication and restoration process.

The degree of authenticity proposed will be accomplished by establishing abuilding scheme for each. and every p.oif"t and then-reg,r".i"g restrictive covenants onthe property titles for each buildini. This would .nru.rThui all construction incorporatesa high level of workmanship andineets standards established to maintain the historicalaccuracy required.

when sandon reached its peak development prior to the 1900 fire, there wereapproximately 400 principal buildings. rhis ngurl incrudes both commercial andresidential structures' Thlre *"r. iro an estimaled 400 to 600 accessory buildings,
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sheds, outbuildings, etc. A careful study of the pre-fire photographs allows the listing of
approximate numbers of principal buildings in the various areas of the townsite:

Reco Street - 100 buildings
Main Street - 25 buildings
Railway Street - 25 buildings
UpperGulch - 110 buildings
Sunnyside - 25 buildings
Huckleberry Lane - 10 buildings
Capitol Hill and Star Gulch - 20 buildings
Lower End - 75 buildings
Slocan Star Street - 10 buildings

The principal buildings plus the accessory buildings gave Sandon an approximate
total of 1000 structures. It is anticipated that all of Sandon will eventually be
reconstructed. This is a process that could realistically continue over 50 years or longer.
Initially much of the development will consist of residences and the smaller commercial
structures. Structures such as the railway stations that appeal to special interest groups
could conceivably be reconstructed early in the program. Some of the larger structures
would only become feasible after development had reached a point that generated a
sufficient tax base and enough tourism revenue to provide the necessary construction
capital and operating money.

This approach is a radical departure from the 'traditional' method of developing a
heritage site using public money. Usually proposals call for a number of key structures to
be constructed at the start of a project using taxpayers'money. The result is often several
well-restored or replicated structures that require large infusions of capital. In most cases
a significant portion of the costs are drawn from grant programs which leave a legacy of
high operating and maintenance costs. The whole cycle is then perpetuated by requiring
more grant money. Ultimately the process can create heritage developments that become
perpetual 'welfare' cases. The style of development envisioned for Sandon seeks to avoid
the line-up at the public-funding'trough'.

To facilitate orderly and visually accurate reconstruction, the formation of a
Development Board and a non-profit Corporation is proposed. These bodies would be
responsible for the historical accuracy, planning and supervision of all construction. This
is dealt with in greater detail in section 5.2 below.

With land available for sale, there will be the desire by less serious investors to
purchase land which was formerly occupied by buildings and leave it undeveloped in order
to give them open space beside their property. This would undermine the potential of the
heritage site and threaten its success. The design guidelines will reflect the historic density
of construction. Buildings should eventually be built side-by-side as they were originally.
However, population density would be considerably lower than it was at the turn of the
century. More space per person will be desired by modern individuals settling in Sandon.
Those people requiring more space will have to acquire land adjacent to their holdings and
will be required to construct replicas of the buildings which formerly occupied those lands.
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These buildings, original in appearance, can be used as accessory buildings to the ones
occupied as homes or businesses (e.g. they can be used as garages, storage sheds,
workshops etc.).

3.3 EssentialHistoriclnfrastructure

There are several structures and sites within Sandon that are essential to the
complete interpretation and the marketing of the project. Their preservation and
restoration will serve a twofold purpose: preserving vital components of Sandon's past
and providing a platform from which the neiessa.y puUti. awareness can be built to p,rirr"
both tourism and investment. There are two main structures which initially play this role.
They are the Slocan Mercantile Building and the Silversmith Powerhouse.

II

-- -r
A rr
Ufil
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The Slocan Mercantile Building is a 2,400 sq.ft. commercial brick structure built in
1900' It received extensive stabilization in 1992 and work is continuing to complete its
restoration. This building will become the new Museum and Visitors' InGrpretive Centre.
The present museum lacks adequate display area, public waskooms, archive storage and
offftces. This will be resolved upon completion of the new facility. From here a
vastly-expanded public-awareness campaign of Sandon's history and fuiure potential can
target both the tourism and investor markets. While playrng a major role ior historical
interpretation, it will also serve to promote and instil a level of confidence in those
prospective investors viewing the site. The Slocan Mercantile Building in its prominent
position on Main Street will serve as a focal point for visitors and tourist traffic. The
Museum will form a node of activity which makes it a good location from which to begin
the construction of adjoining structures.
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(,'rthbnry and sicb*,alh rcpairs bcing done on Main StrccL flunte . Early 1930's ThLs pl-rotograph was tahen in Jront oj

lht' Catholic Church. Cc)r{rtr'sy Nlrs. Eileen Millican / Hope Gcorgc

methods of dealing with erosion and flood control, but such proposals are insensitive to
the heritage value of the site. They also do not address the problem of making the
property which was damaged during the 1955 washout available for development -- as it is
situated in the present creek channel. Any accurate Main Street development will require
the reconstruction of the flume. This would have to be a properly-engineered, modern
structure capable of handling any potential high-water situations. Sandon would once
again have its historic Main Street over the creek. Much of the intrigue of the commercial
section of Sandon would be regained with the re-creation of the flume. In addition to
providing control of the creeks and maintaining historical authenticity, the flume would
provide the opportunity and means to install a water and sewer service corridor alongside
it. A penstock for the future generation of hydroelectricity could also be incorporated into
the design of the flume without compromising its appearance. The Sandon Historical
Society is committed to the hiring of an engineer to design a practical, environmentally
sound and cost-effective means of fluming the creeks. Private sponsorship and a levy
placed on Main Street properties are some of the ideas being considered to raise the
money for its construction.

An important part of the heritage development of the site is the establishment of an
overall 'museums' concept. Again, the element of private ownership plays an important
role. The Sandon Museum / Interpretive Centre -- located in the Slocan Mercantile
Building -- would serye as a hub for four additional private satellite museums. The result
would be the preservation and replication of some of Sandon's important landmarks and a
detailed level of interpretation of major themes in Sandon's history. The diagram on the
following page illustrates how the museums model would function.
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MUSEUM CONCEPT FOR SAI{DON

MUSEUMS OPEN TO THE

PUBLIC WITHIN THE

HERITAGB TOWNSITB

SELF.
SUPPORTING
ENTERPRISES

SELF-
SUPPORTING
ENTERPRISES

UNDERGROUND TOUR

LOCATION: MILL SITE

ADMISSION: CHARGE

OWNERSHIP: PRWATE

FEATURING: MIIIE,TRAIWWAY,
MILII SMELTER.
GEOLOGY,
DETAILED
SLOCAN
MINING
HISTORY

''RED LIGIIT''
MUSEUM

LOCATION: MOLLY
BROTHEL

ADMISSION: CHARGE

OWNERSHIP: PRIVATE

FEATURING: HISTORY OF
PROSTITUTION,
BOOTLEGGING,
AND GAMBLING

HISTORICAL SOCIETY

SAI{DON MUSEUM:
LOCATION: SLOCANMERCANTILE

BUILDING

ADMISSION: FRIE

ALSO SERYES AS THE
INTERPRETIVE & YISITORS' CENTRE

FEATI]RING:
- SCALE MODEL OF 1899 CITY
- PIIOTO HISTORY
- SANDONARTIFACTS
- yIDEO TIIEATRE
- BOTTLE COLLECTION
. UNION & HOSPITAL STORY

B.C. PROVINCIAL
HYDROELECTRIC MUSEUM

LOCATION: SILVERSMITH
POWERPI"ANT

ADMISSION: CIIARGE

OWNERSIilP: SA]I{DON
DEYELOPMENT
CORPORATION

EATURING: B.C.ITYDRO-

RAILROADERS' MUSEUM

LOCATION: REPLICA
K&S STATION

ADMISSION: CHARGE

OWNERSHIP: MODELRAILROADERS'
ASSOCIATION

TURING: K&s AND C.P.R
MODELS. RAILWAY
ARTIFACTS,
ROLLING
STOCK

DEVELOFMENT
CORPORATION

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

B.C. GOYERNMENTREVENUEFRONT
POWERGENERATION

DIAGRAM BY HALWRIGHT
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Restoration of the slocan Mercantile Building, the Silversmith powerhouse and theflume are essential historical elements of the vision A number of other projects andstructures are considered key to the development. The timing and feasibiiity of theirreconstruction would be dependent on the level of investor interest and confidence.Peripheral development (residences and smaller commercial structures) is a first step toattracting the investors, residents and the tourism businesses required to support thereconstruction of the larger key historic buildings. other than the ones already i'dentified,some of these would be:

- the Virginia Block
- the Canadian pacific Railway Station
- the'Burns Meat' Buiiding
- the Reco Hotel
- the 'Paystreak'Newspaper Office
- the Miners'Union Hall
- the Miners'Union Hospital
- the Churches

A Tnrcntan photograph showittg tl're Hotel Reco and the CPR stattot't on [lte ntontittg of May 3, ig00, just ltours beJorethe devastatingfire. BCARS 5j722

of equal importance is the city Hall, privately owned and now undergoingcomplete restoration. There are, of course, many other important structures.

The object here is to gain a sense of the scheme of reconstruction. The schemewill allow Sandon to develop to a point where the construction of these buildings becomes
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economically viable. Whether it be
private investors, corporate sponsors or
the Sandon Historical Society, the
prospect of constructing a $350,000
replica structure on Main Street
becomes far more attractive when there
is a community and a growing tourism
industry to support such endeavours.
Sandon will not make the mistake of
using government money to erect the
buildings and then having to search for
ways to support them.

Another condition designed to
ensure historical accuracy -- and one
which should be regarded as an essential
component -- is the establishment of a
'buffer zone' surrounding Sandon. AIso, the corridor leading into town from the Three
Forks Junction on Highway 31A needs some additional protection. From a tourism
perspective, the corridor provides the initial experience for the visitor to Sandon. It offers
a more broadly-based interpretation of Sandon's surroundings and further protects the

tz,tl7

. -6$ '

,t

.llincrs' Unittn Bloch c. 1905. Built in i900. it lycs cr)n-
side re d tha Jine st builcling of its type in the B .C. Inte riot
BCARS 40671
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1897 vie| tahen Jrom Reco Avenue. The Methodist Church, still unpainted, sits high up on sunnyside overloohing theclot+ttto'n core' A set oJ steps linhed the Church to Reco Avenue. Tie schoolhousels visible on sinnyside to the nghtof the Church. BCARS
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actual townsite from being marred by inappropriate development. Some of the initial
development that will take place in the corridor will be the erection of interpretive signage.
As Sandon develops, there are several corridor features that can be replicated. The
Muirhardt and Payne Ranches can provide excellent opportunities for the operation of an
outfitting business or a small agricultural enterprise.

3.4 Interpretive Framework

In researching Sandon's history, it quickly becomes apparent that the last years of
the 1890's and the first few years of the present century contain the most exciting material
for interpretation. Virtually all the significant development that characterized Sandon at
its historic peak occurred between 1897 and 1901. There is an opportunity to reconstruct
and interpret sections of Sandon that are both pre- and post-fire. By 1910 Sandon was
showing definite signs of decline. Taking this into consideration, a ten-year period has

been chosen -- the years 1899 to 1909 -- from which restoration and replication projects
would be selected. A few exceptions will be allowed in order to provide proper
interpretation of the Silversmith Powerhouse, the Miners' Union Hospital,
Japanese-Canadian relocation and the present Treminco mill. The main street in pre-fire
Sandon was Reco Street. The post-fire Main Street was located on top of the flume. It is
possible to reconstruct and interpret both the pre-fire and post-fire main streets
independently. This will add an exceptional dimension to the interpretive potential and the
appeal of Sandon.

Interpretation of the Gulch, Huckleberry Lane, the Lower End (red-light district)
and Capitol Hill can span the whole 1899-1909 period as they were not affected by the
1900 fire. Placing the lower limit at 1899 would eliminate the first generation of shacks

and crudely-constructed buildings that charactenzed Sandon during its initial development.
Choosing this interpretive period allows for the broadest possible interpretation during
what was Sandon's most illustrious time. This interpretive period forms the basis from
which restrictive covenants can be developed to ensure the visual accuracy of all
reconstruction.

3.5 Authenticity and Attracting Investment Capital

The single most important consideration in planning the heritage development of
Sandon is authenticity. Any compromise will devalue the potential for attracting serious
investors and the ability to market the site ti'om a tourism standpoint. At the risk of being
repetitive, it must be emphasizedthat serious investors are demanding the maintenance of
visual authenticity. The most appealing aspect of the Vision is of creating the experience
of participating in a living-heritage community. To allow any lesser type of reconstruction
will weaken the concept to a point where the project may not be viable. Sandon cannot
survive if it becomes just another community with a few scattered, restored buildings
amongst structures that have absolutely no relevance to its history. The vision encourages
the creation of a lMng-heritage community that will be self-supporting, and will not rely
on taxpayers' dollars or government subsidies. Planners and decision-makers must
re-think their traditional methods of approaching heritage development when it comes to
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Sandon. Sandon is unique and this project can be unique. In order to allow a living
community to maintain and pay for a large historic site such as Sandon, rigid adherence to
visual authenticity must be guaranteed.

THE CONICEPT OF PRIVATB INVESTMBNT

The Self-Supporting Nature of the Project

Before considering any heritage development in Sandon, alternatives should be

developed to the traditional, public-funded projects. The concept of private investment
for historical sites is one that has been pursued successfully around the world. It is still a
relatively untried approach in Canada. When faced with the other choices, it quickly

becomes apparent there are few real alternatives. Simply put, there is very little
government money available for such projects, and there will probably be even less in the
future. Involving the private sector opens doors to new capital and resources. Private
sponsorship not only places the responsibility of raising capital on the owner or investor, it
creates a tax base which becomes a source of revenue for the project and the province.

Services such as water and sewer would be funded by taxes and a levy built into the price

of the property. This would allow Sandon's populace to be much less dependent on
government for basic services than most British Columbians.

A Heritage Community

Part of the enticement for investors and participants is the living-heritage
community concept. This will allow people to own property and live within a setting that
is visually historically accurate. It enables investors to know exactly what the

development will look like in future years after completion. It also provides the
opportunity to pursue businesses, trade and skills that are compatible with a heritage
theme. This will further enhance the attraction for tourists. With the entire original
townsite available for development, there will be ample opportunity and room for
commercial heritage ventures and interpretive experiences. Again, the authenticity issue

becomes important. By regulating the type of activity allowed within the site, appropriate
commercial ventures cannot outgrow acceptable grounds and become excessive or detract
from the site. Creating the framework in which artisans and tradespeople can pursue

heritage trades will be a powerful attraction for businesses, investors and tourists.

A natural outgrowth of this is a proposal to establish a School of Heritage Trades
in Sandon. Preserving our history is meaningless if the people-skills are not also
preserved. As a result, it is becoming critical to teach heritage skills, trades and

technologies in order to preserve them. Sandon could be the location where historical
trades are taught and practised in an authentic historical setting. Products that are made

using heritage tools and techniques can be marketed in Sandon to the large numbers of
visitors or can be exported to other markets. The resurgence of interest in heritage trades
and skills provides Sandon with another opportunity. With proper marketing there are

several industries that were once located in Sandon that could again export their products.
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An example would be a Victorian millwork (windows and doors) manufacturing business.
The sash-and-door factory once located in Sandon could become a custom supplier of
such material not only for construction in Sandon but for export to regional and even
more distant markets. Part of the great attraction for visitors will be seeing people at
work utilizing historic skills and machinery. Sandon will have a living element that is rare
in other historic sites. 'Sandon' can become synonymous with many kinds of heritage
products.

Some heritage trades that would be appropriate for Sandon are:

- blacksmith / farrier
- brewer
- harness-maker
- wheelwright
- printer
- horse logger
- millwright

In conjunction with the structures being historically correct, the heritage trades
concept adds an even greater level of authenticity. For the visitor it would be a rare
opportunity for almost total immersion rn an 1890's setting. While some of these
experiences are already provided at Fort Steele and Barkerville, the heritage setting and
interpretation at Sandon features many themes presently not addressed or that are unique
to Sandon. A radical departure from other sites is that Sandon can create 'real' jobs and
business, driven by the marketplace and private initiative. Heritage tradespeople working
in Sandon would provide interpretive activities for the benefit of tourists without being
subsidised by government money.

For businesses wishing to establish themselves in a heritage site, Sandon can
supply electrical energy needs through environmentally-sensitive hydroelectric installations
such as the historic Silversmith Powerhouse.

The development of the Sandon heritage community will have long-term benefits
for the Kootenay region. The people of the Kootenays place great value on their rural and
small-town lifestyles. There is presently a high level of concern about how the impact of
tourism can be minimized so as not to destroy the beauty and rural character of the region.
However, with the resource-extraction industries playing a more subordinate role in local
employment, tourism must be one of the alternatives.

It is not envisioned that Sandon should become another Banff (Alberta) or
Whistler (B.C.). Sandon can be a model in environmentally-responsible development.
With controls on the types of development and growth, the heritage corrrmunity theme
would still allow Sandon to become a major tourist destination. The existing area
communities could retain their quiet and desired lifestyles, and yet receive the many
spin-off benefits from Sandon's tourist trade. With tourist trafiic focused on Sandon,
Kootenay-based manufacturers can enjoy the benefits of high-volume exposure in a setting
that does not have a detrimental impact on their places of residence.
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A living-heritage community in Sandon will also provide a substantial boost to the
area's tax base. Communities such as New Denver, Silverton and Kaslo can maintain their
privacy, character and economy by allowing Sandon to be developed as the area,s prime
tourism generator. Sandon can help the Kootenays'hospitals, schools and other essential
services to stay alive by contributing substantially to the lbcal economy.

4.3 Private investment and Property Ownership

Throughout the Vision, the concept of private investment and property ownership
has been recognized as key to the development of Sandon. To summarize, the benefits
(some already discussed in this paper) of supporting private investment will be:

- to reduce the need for govemment funds and public money
- to provide new sources ofcapital
- to provide a much broader range of historical development in Sandon
- to broaden the area's tax base
- to create new jobs and industry
- to preserve a national historic site.vhich will otherwise be lost

The proposed restrictions -- on all buildings and structures -- requiring them to be
original in appearance and location may at first glance appear to be an imlediment to
development. Discussions with prospective investors indicite quite the opposite They
regard the mandatory historical-authenticity requirements very much as an incentive.
Property in Sandon is viewed as being more valuable with that level olprotection in place.
It is a guarantee on which a prospective investor can count. It provides the opportunity
for investors to participate in a fresh approach to heritage development. In a lagging
economy, the investment and private property dimension fuels the entrepreneurlat spnt.
This style of development attracts a particular type of investor, in most .ur., on. having a
genuine interest in heritage. These people not only contribute to the economic well-bei-ng
of the project but also provide immeasurable support in terms of human resources.

The acquisition of the land presently held by the Crown within the Sandon
townsite is critical to the private property aspect. Resolution of this issue in a form
acceptable to all parties is necessary early in the planning process. This should be
reflected in the official community pran being prepared for Sindon.

5.0 MANAGEMEI\T AND CON{TROL

5.1 The Role of the Sandon Historical Society

At present the Sandon Historical Society has a many-faceted role in the Sandon
project. In many instances the Society has had to assume responsibilities that may be far
beyond its mandate. This is not meant to reflect negatively on th" Society. Without the
perseverance and dedication of the Society, the remains of Sandon would have collapsed
under winter snows and rotted into the ground long ago. The site in its stabiiized
condition, the huge number of tourists visiting each year, the concepts and ideas and level
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of public awareness are realities that stem from the Society's commitment to care for the
project. As the Vision develops into reality, the role of the Society will need to adapt.
The formation of a non-profit Development Corporation (discussed in the next section)
would allow the Society to divest itself of 4irect involvement in the development process.
The Society's function could then return to such activities as research, public relations,
marketing, assisting in setting policy for historical authenticity and management, and
operation and management of Society buildings and the Museum. The Society should be
considered the 'watchdog' of the project. Its mandate would best be described as
preserving, and protecting the authenticity of historical Sandon.

5.2 A Development Corporation

To manage the actual development of Sandon, a management body in the form of
a non-profit Development Corporation should be formed. All initial construction, in
particular the exteriors of structures and certain maintenance duties, would be performed
under the direction of this body. Working in an advisory capacity with investors, the
Development Corporation would ensure that historical authenticity and high-quality
standards are planned and maintained. The Development Corporation would assume the
responsibility of completing a building to the 'lock-up' stage, with the exterior completed
and painted. At this point, it could be turned over to the new owner who would then
complete the interior. The Development Corporation would have a staff of professional
and trained individuals capable of directing all facets of planning, drafting, restoration and
replication. This staff should include a hrritage architect, heritage adviser, experienced
carpenter(s), construction foreman, accountant, public relations and marketing personnel
and a general manager. After a number of years, development may advance to a stage
where Sandon can become an incorporated municipality. Its Council would work closely
with the Development Corporation to maintain the correct balance between heritage
considerations and municipal requirements. As Sandon approaches its fulI development
potential, the role of the Development Corporation would diminish and increased
management responsibility would be assumed by the municipality.

Sandon as a Community

It is estimated that the permanently settled population of Sandon at its peak was
around 2500 residents. The balance of the estimated 5000 citizens were more transient in
nature. They lived in the hotels, boarding-houses, squatters' shacks and even tents. Many
of the homes and buildings were sandwiched together with little-or-no space between
them. Today people require a much greater degree of personal space than in the 1890's.
Allowing for this greater requirement of space, the maximum population Sandon could
accommodate by modern standards is about 800 residents. Of the estimated population of
800, it is conceivable that at least half of that number would be seasonal or part-time
residents. Many of the people employed in the various Sandon businesses could be
expected to commute from other communities such as New Denver, Silverton and Kaslo.

Constraining Sandon's physical growth to historical limits automatically results in a
self-regulating ceiling on the population numbers. From a planner's perspective Sandon
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presents the unusual situation of knowing the absolute limits of its future development and
growth. This should alleviate fears of unbridled development swallowing-up the valley in
rows of vacation homes and condominiums.

Not all businesses and services will be developed during the initial stages of the
project. The numbers and types of businesses will increase as the demands of the visitors
and the community itself grow. To ensure a systematic and orderly development of the
business community and protect the investments of new business people in the various
sectors of the marketplace, a businessJicensing system should be established. As the
community and tourist-trade gtow, pre-established benchmarks would indicate where and

when a duplication or increase in a particular service is required. Just as an investor's
property is protected from inappropriate development within the site, the same principle
should apply to businesses. Protecting an investor's or business person's financial
commitment to the project is vital to Sandon's becoming a living-heritage community.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The Sandon Historical Society actively promotes the opportunities for private
sector participation in the preservation of Sandon as presented in this Vision. Sandon has

already captured the imagination of its visitors and the commitment of individuals willing
to preserve and rebuild this historic city. Sandon is already proving its worth as a regional
heritage site and should carry on to become one of national importance. This Vision is an

extension of the work already taking place. Decisions regarding Sandon's future need to
reflect the historical value and potential that distinguish it from all other heritage sites.
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The third and Jinal Sandon Hotel, shortly aJter comple-
tion, summer, 1900. This building replaced a glgantic 3-
storey structure that perished in the 1900 fire.
BCARS 68992

View of Main !i':e et, tal&n m front of the Hotcl Rcco. c.

1905. The sign at the far let't is that of the Slocan
Mercantile Company Ltd. It occttpied the brich building
(still standing today). L to R: J.M. Hanis, Fred T. Kelly
(Hanis' partner), Mrs. Kelly and Miss Aihin (Harris'
boohheepe). Cow'tesy Johtt Sanderson
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\irrrc olc cars reaay t'ot' thei jotnttey to the Eurelza

urni. The date tvitten o11 the ore car is AllgLtst 25,

l9J7. Enrie Totvgood (let't) and Petcv'Joln"tson. Note the

tr'itcd she ll of thcbuilding in Lhcbachground. This was

.he Filbcr t HoLcl shortly aJLer a large t'ire destroycd Lhe

irpstairs. AlLhough irtsute rl, thc ou'ttos could noL collcct

nivtr a1'tcc because the t'ire Jighting cquipnte nt had been

;rrslailcd in the tear of thebuilding msLcad of in a cen-

Lr ol pontl. Coiu tcs,l'./ohn Sande rsctrt

f-

L;pper Gulch, c. 1897. The PaysLteale ot'fice is visible in

the f oregrowtd. The largc housc with the bay window
xas lhc hon'rc of Dr. Gomnt (Lhe house still stands

today). The Denvcr Hotcl, beyond, spanncd Catpenter
Crcch. Alarge pcdestal cloch sLood on the sidavallt
.rdr,crtisingJ.6 Malvin, Je*ellcr, who had an officc irr
iht hotcl. FuLhcr up Lhc strecL, alargc sign rcads

-r,i rr,lo n Luun tl r r' . " Th at b u il di n g s till s tan d s tt"t d a t' .
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ntcrior t'icw ol Opcra Housc, parl of Miners' Urtiort

loch. c. 1901 . BCARS 53247

'fht Virgiria Bloclz, built 1900, rcplaced an ontata

thrce-storey predcce ssor. J .M. Harris had his ot't'iccs

rrpstai rs. A dry goods sLore and the Bank of B.C (ater
r.hc Banh oJ Contntucc) occupie d Lhe ground floor. Date

'rrrlrrrown. Thc Virginia Blocll n'as torn dov'n Jot'salvagc
tt 1970. Colrtesv Ttd Klcint

Giegcrich & B_vcrs' 5arral Storc. c. 1900. NoLc sLret'l

nuntbcrs on Jront of building. Thc wagon bclorrgs to

D.W. Frcnch f- Crr., gr()(cts BCARS 95166
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g,:.:

.{lnrost seventpcelzsaJterthe jirc.Thebuildingit'rthclowarrightcorncrisLhcolclLivert/Bctrn (rvhich surviv-cdLhe

lit'e) in process of conversion ittto the nety Reco Hotcl. In tlrc lowcr leJt is thc nevt Virginiu Bloch uncle r crrn.sttrtctiott

The bumt top of the Jlunte is visible in the t'oregound. The boilers are the onlt remnants of J .Nl. Harris' pre -t'ire stcant

heatingplant. The Rnth N,{ill (another survivor) is the largcbuildmgin thebachgrouncl. BCARS 40673
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Procession, February 2,

Footraces on Main Street, Labour Day,1904.
BCARS 75314

1955. Irt places the streets werc pile dhigh with nbble
ts here on Slocan Star Street, behincl the presulL

irr ri(.r'r{rr1. BC.4 R S 4 t14q

The post-Ji'e Kootenay Hotel at the conter oJ Raco

Avenue andlvanhoe Street, c. 1905. Selhirk College
Archives


